
 

Projects from 1-4 weeks 
We come to you! 
Ages 11-17   
 

Practice English in a fun, exciting way while you make and star in your own film! 
 
Cinema Express provides an interesting and creative environment to learn and improve 
language and communication skills, develop teamwork and build confidence, whilst also 
developing individual artistry. Through the process of making a short film, students will be 
led and empowered by their teacher to generate storylines, create a film script, experience the 
various roles of filmmaking, work as a team to shoot their own film and attend the premiere! 
 
Our projects offer a comprehensive introduction into the world of filmmaking using 
terminology at an English level that is suitable for your students.  
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
In addition to showcasing the short film at the premiere, students will have an opportunity to 
explain to the audience the filmmaking process, presenting the journey from paper to film, the 
roles they experienced throughout the week and what they have learnt and achieved.  
 
Cinema Express works at providing an environment of language exploration and development 
as well as a course structure that is as close to the process of film production as possible. With 
our highly qualified English film tutors, we have the key to unlocking the potential of every 
student, from the initial idea to the final outcome.  
 

 
    

Our Film Screening Premiere offers a unique opportunity 
to see your students on the big screen! 

 



 

 
 
We are passionate about arts in education and pride ourselves on our ability to motivate, 
inspire and create within our projects. We thrive on the challenge of watching our students 
flourish as English speakers and performers. We promise to give you an experience that you 
will never forget! 
 

   
 
Contact Us  
For more information about Cinema Express and our other performing arts based projects, or to book your 
course, visit our website www.theatre-express.co.uk. 
Alternatively, contact us at: Lewis School of English, 30-33 Palmerston Rd, Southampton SO14 1LL, UK.  
Tel. +44 238022 8203   theatre@lewis-school.co.uk 

http://www.theatre-express.co.uk/

